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8-9
EAL Pupils  
What should you expect?

Literacy

Phonics

Phonological
awareness

Using speech sounds in talking

Listening



what?
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who?
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when?
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where?
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What is it for / what does it do?

Where do you find it?

What has it got / What is special about it?

What group is it from?

What is the first sound?

bicycle



Literacy

Phonics

Phonological
awareness

Using speech sounds in talking

Listening



Listening



Language Link Top Tip!
Remember there is often a silent stage. 

Don’t be alarmed by this.



How can you help 
EAL pupils to 

develop English?
One of the best ways to support 
pupils is to slow your own rate 
of speech down by making use 
of natural pauses between ideas 
or instructions. Here are a few 
more ideas:

Keep it simple Pupils acquire 
a new language by hearing and 
understanding language that is just 
a little above their current level of 
understanding in English.  

Be visual Use as much visual 
support as possible in the form 
of drawings, photographs, maps, 
video etc. 

Provide links Always try to link 
new information and vocabulary to 
what the pupil already knows and 
understands. 

Set clear targets Try to set clear 
language objectives for each task 
for EAL pupils e.g. ‘pupil will learn 
specific nouns vocabulary’.

Pre teach vocabulary EAL 
pupils need additional exposure 
to new vocabulary before 
lessons and tasks. They will also 
need opportunities to practise 
production of new words and 
sounds.

Be clear Avoid using figures of 
speech or ambiguous language.

Take the pressure off Use small 
or paired group talking to practise 
new skills.

Be patient Don’t worry if the 
pupil says very little at first. Plenty 
of listening time is important 
when starting a new language. 
Concentrate on communication 
rather than correction.
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